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PREFACE

This report documents the results of Flight Dynamics Laboratory contract
F33615-77-C-3066, "Supersonic Cruise/Transonic Maneuver Wing Section Design
Study," project 2404 10 04.

The Air Force study manager was Mr. Doon R. Lee AFWAL/FIMM. Mr. C.
Wiler was the Rockwell program manager. Principal investigators were E. Bonner
and P. Gingrich, of the Aerodynamics Group, with additional contributions by M.
Crehan, K. M. Dunn, W. T. Karger, and S. White.
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NOMENCLATURE

AR Aspect ratio

b Span

c Chord

CG Center of gravity

c Mean aerodynamic chord

CD Drag coefficient

CL Lift coefficient

Ct Section lift coefficient or rolling moment coefficient

CM Moment coefficient

Cn Yawing moment coefficient

Cp Pressure coefficient

Cp Critical pressure coefficient

h, H Altitude

M Mach number

NZ Normal load factor

PS Specific excess power

q2 Mean-square fluctuating velocity

Rec Chord Reynolds number

S, SREF Wing area

T Thrust

t Thickness

UDP Unified distributed panel theory

W Weight

X,Y,Z Cartesian Coordinates (axial, vertical, and lateral)

a Angle of attack
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6 Angle of sideslip

j6 w Wall flow angle relative to local inviscid streamline
F Dihedral

Deflection

Displacement thickness
EDownwash

17 Semispan fraction

0 Twist

A Sweep

A Taper ratio

P Density

Shear stress

SUBSCRIPTS

c Camber or canard

cp Center of pressure

D Design

f Flap

F Fuel

L Left

N Normal to local wing generator

TO Takeoff

t Total

v Vertical

w Wing, wave, or wall
c, Differentiation with respect to a or 10
_I Perpendicular

Free-stream conditions

u Upper

R Root
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INTRODUCTION

The vehicle characteristics required for supersonic cruise/transonic maneuvering
missions are conflicting in both overall technology integration and configuration
arrangement concepts; and on wing section design philosophies for a given
configuration. The opposing requirements of efficient supersonic cruise (high sweep,
fineness ratio, and wing loading) versus transonic maneuvering performance (moderate
aspect ratio, reduced sweep, and low wing loading) must be addressed by the proper
integration of advanced technologies.

The purpose of this study was to develop a design approach for multiple-design
point tactical aircraft through the use of state-of-the-art computational methods.
This inherently iterative process commenced with the definition of two basepoint
designs, one tailored for supersonic cruise flight and the other for transonic
maneuvers. Each was optimized to best accommodate the other role. At the
conclusion of this dual design phase, it was determined that the mixed mission
requirements can best be accomplished starting with a design configured for
supersonic cruise.

This approanh was then followed in the development of a compromise design
tailored for both mission requirements. A systematic design approach is defined and
exercised to develop a wing section with characteristics significantly improved from
that of the Rockwell HiMAT design, which is used as a benchmark. Much of this
improvement is due to the use of numerical methods that were not available for the
HiMAT design, and the use of a supercruise design as a starting point, which was
not required by the HiMAT mission.

During this study, several computational deficiencies were identified which
should serve as targets for future methodology development.
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SECTION I

APPRO ACH

GENERAL

The initial task Of the study is to define two configurations designed for
transonic maneuver and supersonic cruise, respectively. The off-design performance
for each is then to be maximized . The results of task I were used to develop an
approach for defining a compromise configuration having optimized performance at
two design conditions: supersonic cruise and transonic maneuver. A schematic of
the major tasks of the study is shown in Figure 1.

Task -Task I I

Phase I

Technology Supercruise bias

dataPhs
bank

Maneuver bias

Figure 1. Study task effort.

The emphasis of the effort Is the design and analysis of high-performance
wings rather than conducting configuration studies. In order to assure the relevance
of the designs, however, It Is desirable to select missions and baseline vehicles that
are consistent with current and projected Air Force requirements for tactical
fighters. Basic missions are defined for separate supersonic cruise and transonic
maneuver point designs, and currently existing designs selected for modification to
meet the point design requirements and for maximization of off-design potential.



The selected baselines are used to define wing loading, thrust-to-weight ratio,
and fuel fraction. This allows minimal sizing effort since this information is
available from previous studies. It is noted that the study configurations will differ
from their generic counterparts in order to obtain off-design improvements. That is,
aspect ratio, sweep, component arrangement, and volume distribution, among other
parameters, will be varied to establish the supersonic cruise and transonic maneuver
baselines. However, the basic configuration characteristics (W/S, T/W, and WF/W)
will be retained so that the associated mission profiles will be appropriate.

METHODOLOGY

Linear potential flow analysis(1, 2 ) is used to perform genera! configuration
arrangement trade-offs and evaluation. Linear total configuration thickness and
lifting solvers(3 , 4 ) are used to derive constrained subsonic vortex and supersonic
pressure drag optimums.

Nonlinear potential flow analysis(5 -9) is used at transonic maneuver conditions.
Canard interference is approximated as a wing twist correction based on a downwash
immersion philosophy. Design merit is judged on shockless or weak-shock
supercritical flow considerations in conjunction with boundary layer(9-11) attached
flow assessment.

The design methodology is summarized in Figure 2. Its application within the
framework of specific supersonic bias, maneuver bias, and compromise configuration
design. cycles is detailed in the pertinent sections.

1. Three-dimensional linear potential theory

a. Modal wave drag optimization
b. Zero suction drag-due-to-life optimization

Sequential c. Inverse solver
Application 2. Three-dimensional transonic potential theory

a. Full-potential CONMIN inverse solver
b. Modified Small Disturbance (MSD)

c. Downwash immersion

3. Potential design boundary layer analysis

Figure 2. Design methodology.
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SECTION I1

SUPERSONIC CRUISE BIAS

BASELINE

The baseline configuration (Figure 3) and mission (Figure 4) selected for the
supersonic bias design is the M = 1.6 NASA/Rockwell Supercruiser(1Z). The vehicle
performance is between a pure cruising and maneuvering fighter at supersonic
conditions.

SW - 185 ft 2

TO 15060 lb

T/W/TO W •722_, %==

SEP at .9M/30K/Sg " -157 fps
AR, 2.48

Figure 3. Rockwell Supercruise configuration.

A transonic maneuvering requirement was added to the supercruiser mission. A
nominal condition of 4 g at M = 0.9, 30,000 feet was selected. Modification to the
baseline will accordingly be made to improve the transonic aerodynamic maneuver
potential.

CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT

The supersonic bias design retains the thrust-to-weight, wing loading, and basic
mission profile of the Supercruiser configuration. The baseline modifications to
improve transonic maneuverability are summarized in Figure 5.

3



Fuel allowance

for maneuver

at 30K, ).6M

r)OO. n mi-04 OO.0 n mi

Figure 4. Supercruise design mission.

D575-2A 0647-1 D64.7-2

High inlet Low inlet

Upswept wings Flat higher AR wing

No tailI Centerline Engine

Minimum wetted area Canard

AR, A , A-n2.48, .32, 65 Fuselage verticals

S 1 85 AR, X, A -3.5, .3, 55
W w SoSr* S V-85 35, 414

TO , 85 W TS S , -85

Figure 5. Supersonic bias configurationl evolution.



The wing aspect ratio was increased from 2.48 to 3.5, and the leading edge
sweep was reduced from 65 to 55 degrees. These modifications were made to
increase the maneuver span load efficiency and reduce the perpendicular sectional
lift (by one-third) for a given maneuver gross lift while retaining a subsonic leading
edge at M = 1.6. A twin aft tail was incorporated for high angle-of-attack
directional stability in place of the wingtip dihedral.

A simple centerline engine replaced the two midspan engines of the
Supercruiser to provide more flexibility in the implementation of a variable camber
system. The initial supersonic bias design, designated D647-1, was configured with
an upper inlet. This placement allows reduced duct length, simplifies landing gear
placement, and reduces foreign object damage, but is subject to high-angle-of-attack
inlet distortion. A bottom inlet variant, designated D647-2, was subsequently
developed. The duct was lengthened to position it ahead of the nosewheel, with
gear loads taken out through a thin centerline divider in the duct. The inlet is
contoured to fit the blended forebody and results in a high-aspect-ratio, minimum
height duct which facilitates clearance of the nose gear and wing carry-through.

Wave drag analysis for both configurations was conducted, and the results are
presented in Figure 6. The volumetric efficiency was not significantly different
between the two arrangements. Thus, there was no preference so far as the wing
design is concerned. Agreement with the Air Force study manager led to the
selection of the lower inlet design, D647-2.

0.012

0647-2y

0.010-

0.008
C D

0.006 D575-2A supercruiser

0.004

0.002

0 - I _

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
M

Figure 6. Supersonic bias wave drag.
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The longitudinal stability was determined by using linear distributed panel
analysis(l). The stability variation with mach number is shown in Figure 7. To
reduced supersonic trim drag, a 15-percent statically unstable balance was used at
low speeds. The wing alone exhibits the typical stability shift. For the
wing-canard-tail, a slight reversal is noted. An examination of the pressure
distributions for the total configuration indicated a loss of tail effectiveness with
increasing supersonic mach number. This circumstance can be used to advantage
since it reduces the subsonic-supersonic stability shift. Several configuration
modifications were made to determine the sensitivity of this stability reversal. For
one case, the canard was vertically raised 7 inches. Although the shift from low
speed to supersonic cruise was reduced, the potential pilot visibility problem
indicated that the original baseline be retained.

0.2

0.1 CG - 0.35c
9CM
8CL  0

L 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1 .2

-0.10

-0.2

0.06
CLa

o Wing
* Wing-canard0.02 a Wing-canard-tail

0.02 Config with high canard

00.(2 .Z - 7 in.)

0.2 0!4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
M

Figure 7. Supersonic bias longitudinal stability.

Having established the Supersonic Bias configuration general arrangement and
balance, the wing design is initiated in accordance with Figure 8.
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Configuration

Wave drag opt - Thickness distribution Supersonic

design

Optimize O% Camber M , 1.6

suction drag 1 & twist CL - 17

Constrained opt
Assumecamber
variable camber
system Modify variable

camber system Transonic Maneuver compromise

No non-linear M .9

OK? analysis CL .8

Yses

Boundary
layer
analysis

Figure 8. Supersonic bias design approach.

SUPERSONIC CRUISE DESIGN

The objective of the supersonic cruise design is to derive wing-body thickness
and wing twist and camber for minimum drag at the M = 1.6 cruise point. The
wave drag due to volume is minimized with the supersonic area rule(3) applied in a
design mode. The geometry is perturbed by a set of harmonic functions. Lagrange's
method for extremal problems with constraints is used. The constraints include
cross-sectional area and wing thickness at arbitrary chord vie and spanwise positions.
Drag-due-to-lift is minimized by a similar procedurenr This method uses the
aerodynamic influence coefficients obtained with the unified distributed panel theory.
The zero-percent suction drug is minimized subject to lift, moment, twist, camber
over a specified region, and local section lift and moment constraints.

7
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VOLUME OPTIMIZATION

The 0647-2 configuration was simulated using the method of Reference 2.
This simulation is shown in Figure 9. The wave drag of the baseline configuration is
shown in Figure 10. Thz wing, canard, and tail surfaces were represented initially
by 4-percent-thick airfoil sections. The optimization technique can minimize drag
for each component separately or for a combination of components. Past experience
has indicated that the best procedure is to optimize first the fuselage and then the
lifting surfaces. The fuselage is usually 80 percent of the total volume. For lifting
surfaces with small volume such as the canard and aft tail, optimization normally
does not result in any significant drag reduction. The canard retained the baseline
64A004 section. The aft tail location exerted a significant influence on the wave
drag and was reduced to 3-percent thickness.

Figure 9. Linear analysis simulation.

The optimization procedure is summarized as:

1. Optimize the fuselage subject to constant volume and area (or height)
constraints at the cockpit and inlet

2. Optimize the wing, and apply constraints sequentially until smooth spanwise

and chordwise distributions are obtained

3. Reoptimize the fuselage with the revised wing

The fuselage was optimized at M = 1.6. The volume redistribution is shown in
Figure 11. Wing optimizations were performed at M = 1.4 and 1.6. For some
configurations, the wing, or even the wing-body, is optimized at a mach number
lower than the design. Increased transonic acceleration capability is then traded
with M = 1.6 cruise drag.

i'8



.012
Baseline (D647-2)

.010
Optimized

C7.0065-A

.004

.002

0 I I
.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

M

Figure 10. Supersonic bias optimized wave drag.

M47-2 LOIJI T lu! UI ImcNUIS
MACH- I."# DELTA LUE. 0.0

THETA OPT V4-90.46 196.379 194.d61346.060 30.3179 163.3929
0.4 374.1193 314.1421
46.60 143.8;69 336.3044
04.660 306.426 368.564S

TOTAL MAUI NA 345.7744 114.8766
OF? M OLD M OPT A OLD A x v
. 6.600 4.0 0.0 91.386 0.0

9.699 9.304 363,380 351.73a 140.934 0.0
11.924 13.306 733.534 695.338 174.CSO 0.0
17.108 17.10 1160.346 11E8.338 113.674 0.0
11.43a ,1.03a 167.229 157.29 1.U7 0.0

63fi 1684.62a 1724.611 331.611 0.0
16:111 11:918 1704.231 lb06.1126 a50.390 0.0
19.376 31.491 1550.38 7M. 276.11S 0.0
11.132 24.10 1193.676 1579.612 343.615 0.0
19.023 10.941 137.660 1443.163 326.977 0.0
1.165 19.310 1381.053 1315.646 35a.044 0.0
at.s4 10.448 130S.413 1130.$57 382.667 0.0
13.653 17,31 1497.866 1411.111 4116.073 0.
16.708 15.703 91.301 018.303 470.301 0.0

Optimi zed
---------- Original

3 5 1 6 7 8 _9 -  10 111 12 13 14
2 -

Figure 11. M = 1.6 fuselage optimization.
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The derivation of wing thickness includes optimization of wave drag and then

application of constraints at arbitrary spanwise and chordwise locations until smooth

distributions are obtained. Results for the wing optimized at M = 1.4 are shown in

Figure 12. Thickness distributions for optimum drag at M = 1.6 are shown in Figure

13. After the necessary constraints were added, the two thickness distributions were

similar. The M = 1.6 wing design wave drag was 2 counts higher at M = 1.2

relative to the optimized M = 1.4 wing design. The M = 1.6 wing design was

selected since the potential transonic acceleration improvement was small.

0.03 , 16

t/2C 1 0

0.02.-7A

0.01

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
X/C

Figure 12. Wing thickness optimized at M 1.4.

CAMBER OPTIMIZATION

Twist and camber for the lifting surfaces are derived with the linear theory

optimization technique of Reference 4. A nominal cruise point was selected at M

1.6, h = 50,000 feet. The lift coefficient is CL 0.169. The configuration was
trimmed for the nominal center of gravity at 0.35c.

A solution was first obtained with no constraints except trim. The 0-percent

suction drag polar is compared in Figure 14 with the flat-plate result. The wing

twist is shown in Figure 15. This is a low wing configuration; therefore, the

incidence change between the wing and body cannot be large.

10



0.03- 01 6

t/2C

0 0.1 0.2 0. o. 05 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
x /C

Figure 13. Wing thickness optimized at M = 1.6.

.24

Opt imum Constrained optimum

.20
C- L

.j6 - la plate

.J2

.08 
C L Design 1

o4 35C

0 .002 .o04 .006 .008 .010 .012 .014 .0J6 .018
C0

Figure 14. Supersonic bias zero auction drag due to lift at M =1.6.



6°

M 1 1.6, CL = 0.169 CD

4" Unconstrained 0.0042

Twist xcP constrained 0.0044c

-20-

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.5 1.0

Figure 15. Supersonic bias optimum wing twist.

Several solutions were obtained where constraints were sequentially added, first
on the local center-of-pressure variation and then on the twist. An intermediate
results is shown in Figure 15. Here, the (X/C)Cp was constrained to smooth the
twist. Eventually, the wing root incidence and part of the twist were constrained.The final spanwise variations are shown in Figure 16. The camber for the canard
and tail was small and was subsequently neglected without any perceptible drag
penalty. The wing camber is shown in Figure 17. The drag polar is compared to
the original optimum in Figure 14.

TRANSONIC MANEUVER DESIGN

In order to achieve the best maneuver performance at M = 0.9, a variable
camber system was selected and evaluated with nonlinear potential theory methods.
The variable camber is modified and reanalyzed until acceptable performance is
obtained; i.e., the drag is minimized at the nominal maneuver lift coefficient.

For multisurface configurations, a transonic potential theory method is not
available. The approach, as is discussed subsequently, is to consider each surface
separately but to include the induced downwash. Thus, to minimize drag, the
objectives are a spanload derived for minimum vortex drag, and transonic chordwise
pressure distributions with, at most, weak shocks and only minor trailing edge
separation.

12



4,
Tw is t M -1.6

Tail1
0

-20 Canard Wn

-4

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
77

Figure 16. Supersonic design twist distributions.

.016 1

Z/C - - - - .8

-.004 .305

o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0
x/C

a) inboard

Figure 17. Supersonic optimum wing camber.
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.71 .63 7?. 7 .795

.012 .957

.008-

.004

0
0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

X/C
b) Outboard

Figure 17. Supersonic optimum wing camber. (concluded)

The variable camber system considered includes wing leading and trailing edge
devices, aeroelastic deformation, and an all-movable canard. The approach used was
to select a particular variable camber system, solve for a linear theory optimum,
and then analyze the wing with nonlinear potential methods. This procedure is
summarized in Figure 8.

The configuration is modeled as shown in Figure 18, where certain pianform
regions are identified as deflectable surfaces. The supersonic design camber forms a
set of constraints. The unknowns are the deflections and the twist at each span
station. For each set of flaps, a solution is obtained for a given trimmed lift
condition. The twist may then be constrained to limit the section lift on, for
example, the wingtip or canard.

14
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I4

235

c f o75T .10

Figure 18. Linear analysis variable camber simulation.

The design condition at M = 0.9 was selected nominally at 4 g or a lift
coefficient of CL = 0.8. At this condition, the wing section lift was limited to C1
c 0.8. The linear theory designs were conducted at a CL of 0.4. The drag and
spanload are monitored for the CL = 0.8 maneuver point. Optimizing at a lower lift
does not significantly impact the vortex drag but does provide practical deflections
of the variable camber devices.

In order to minimize the required aeroelastic twist increment, the first design
considered only leading edge variable camber (flaps 1 through 3 of Figure 18). An
optimization was obtained at M = 0.9 for a lift coefficient of CL = 0.4. The v'ing
twist and canard incidence were subsequently constrained to obtain smooth ',,4ist
distributions and limit the loading on the canard and wingtip. The canard was
assumed to be an all-movable device. The incidence was constrained so that the
section lift on the canard was less than C1 = 0.4 at the 4 g maneuver condition
since the average sweep is low.

Section lift distributions for the wing and canard are shown in Figure 19 for a

condition near the maneuver point, C - 0.77. The wing and canard twist
distributions are shown in Figure 20. Tke optimization produced a set of deflections
which, in addition to the supersonic camber, resulted in the camber distributions
shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 19. Linear theory section lift at maneuver design point.
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Figure 20. Maneuver twist requirements.
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Figure 21. Supersonic bias maneuver camber.

An outboard wing section at 77 = 0.71 was analyzed with the tr~nsonic yawed
wing program (5,10) to assess the flow quality. The upper i14-ce p:,;.ure
distribution is shown in Figure 22 for a lift of C, = 0.6.
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Figure 22. Transonic yawed wing analysis of wing section at 7 = 0.71.
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A strong shock exists at 40-percent chord. This result indicated that trailing
edge deflection would be required to increase the aft loading. Several optimizations
were performed using various combinations of flap regions I through 7, as shown in
Figure 18. The design selected for further analysis used all but flap 3. That is,
the leading edge device extent was nominally 15-percent chord. This chordwise
extenL was selected initially as the probable minimum that would produce acceptable
flow quality.

The camber that was derived is shown for a typical wing section, ?7 = 0.71, in
Figure 23. The supersonic camber is noted The twist between cruise and
maneuver was similar to the previous result. However, the increment due to
bending will be larger. A yawed wing calculation is compared with the first concept
in Figure 22. This second design was selected for the initialization of the
three-dimensional transonic design cycle.

.02

Supersonic

.01 camber

Z/C
0

- .01

-.02

-.03 0 .1 .2 .3 .4l .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

x/c

Figure 23. Maneuver section at 17 = .713.

TRANSONIC DESIGN OF VARIABLE CAMBER SYSTEM

The design of the variable camber system for the M = 0.9 maneuver condition
is accomplished with a design/analysis cycle using the conservative nonlinear
full-potential code FL027 (6). The geometry is modified to obtain weak shocks and
minor trailing edge separation by selecting alternate hinge lines and deflections.
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In preparation for the nonlinear analysis, the canard-induced downwash was
obtained with linear theory. This downwash is used to correct the wing twist
distribution. The wing-alone transonic solution will then be indicative of the wing
flow characteristics in the presence of the canard. The downwash is reasonably
constant at any one spanwise location. The spanwise variation of the downwash is
shown in Figure 24. The large discontinuity at the canard tip location is due to the
close vertical proximity of the surfaces A similar calculation was made to
determine the induction effect of the tail. The effect on the wing was negligible.

6°

4.

20

40
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_ °I I I I I I I I

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 .0

Figure 24. Canard induced downwash on wing plane.

The basic simulation was altered to a wing and canard extended to the
centerline (Figure 25). The body loading is thus partitioned between the canard and
wing. The wing is constructed with a given twist and deflection distribution.
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Figure 25. Maneuver computational planform.

The design was analyzed for a mesh of 80 by 8 by 16 grid points. Pressure
distributions for the outboard wing are shown in Figure 26. For this mesh, the
solution density for the streamwise coordinate is as indicated. The spanwise grid
produces solutions at 10-percent span increments. No strong shocks were indicated
except for the leading edge region. Separation was predicted by a viscous yawed
wing analysis. Because of the high leading edge velocities, it was felt that a
fine-grid solution would not be warranted at that time. The leading edge geometry
would first be modified.

For the first modification (-A), the leading edge deflection was increased

approximately 20 percent. The solution still indicated a large negative leading edge
pressure peak. The second modification (-B) consisted of a still larger deflection,
but the hinge line remained in the same position (approximately 15- to 20-percent
chord). For the section at 71-percent span, the change in camber for the -B
configuration is shown in Figure 27.
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Figure 26. Pressure distribution f or baseline variable camber.
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Figure 27. Variable camber at 17 =.71 for maneuver condition.
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Medium- and fine-grid solutions were obtained for the -B camber system. The
wing section lift distribution is compared with the linear theory results in Figure 28.
Linear theory calculations are shown for the total configuration (wing, body, canard,
and aft tail) and for the wing-alone simulation with canard downwash.

M .9

1.0 \ c/2 48* 
10*

Cc, 1.8

.8 -_ L a

.. .... . ....... .U.P..i n gn.................... w... .
Cj .6-

Linear theory

*. - - -UDP configuration CL = .76
.UDP wing alone with downwashi

." Nonlinear theory Iterationsl

.2 ........... FL027 80 x 8 x 16 100

.. . .-FL027 160 x 16 x 32 50

0 I I 1 1 1

0 . .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 .0

Figure 28. Section lift distribution, MOD-B.

Medium-mesh (80 by 80 by 16) pressure distributions are shown in Figure 29 for
C = 100, M = 0.9, for the -B modification. The leading edge peak has been
reduced to the extent that separation does not occur. With the yawed wing integral
boundary layer analysis, boundary layer characteristics were obtained for both
laminar and turbulent initial conditions at the attachment line. In neither case was
separation predicted. Results with the mesh density doubled (160 by 16 by 32) are
shown in Figures 30 and 31 for 50- and 70-percent span, respectively. As noted, the
leading edge peak decreased when the grid was refined. This behavior is attributed
to the higher resolution available with the fine grid. Since this result was not
expected, the indication is that any further modifications should be analyzed with
the fine grid in order to make a proper judgement.
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Figure 29. Maneuver pressure distribution, MOD-B.
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Figure 30. Transonic pressure distribution, MOD-B, 1 = .5.
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Figure 31. Transonic pressure distribution, MOD-B, R = .7.

The solution for configuration -B indicated a strong supersonic-to-supersonic
swept shock, as noted in Figure 31. This shock extended from 55- to 90 -percent
span. Separation at the foot of the shock was predicted by the yawed wing viscous
analysis.

Modifications were then made in an iterative cycle to weaken the outboard
wing shock The 70-percent span station was used as a control point. The wing
section was modified and analyzed with the transonic yawed wing program. The
hinge line was moved progressively aft, and several leading edge deflections were
analyzed. The objective was to derive an upper surface curvature that would
weaken the shock. At 70-percent span, it was necessary to move the hinge line to
40-percent chord. After a satisfactory leading edge camber was derived for the
control section, the other wing sections were constructed. Three equally spaced
chordwise leading edge segments were assumed. The leading edge shape at the
other span stations was constructed by deflecting the supersonic airfoils similarly.
Further outboard (90-percent span), the hinge line was maintained at nominally
40-percent chord. The hinge line was also moved aft to 30-percent chord at
50-percent span. This selection resulted in a three-segment spanwise device, shown
in Figure 32. This is primarily a consequence of the curved planform leading edge.
This system could be replaced by a single hinge line over the outer 70 percent of
the wing. The leading edge device at the side of the fuselage could be removed
without substantially affecting transonic flow quality since the section lift is low for
the inboard wing.
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Figure 32. Variable camber system hingelines.

The revised camber system was analyzed with the three-dimensional transonic
method. The shock on the outboard wing was weakened. The leading edge peak
was increased relative to the previous design. Several three-dimensional
design-analysis cycles were conducted to reduce the high leading edge velocities.
The final solution (MOD-C) is shown in Figure 33. The leading edge peak was not
entirely removed. This would require additional bending near the leading edge
and/or increased leading edge radius.
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Figure 33. Maneuver pressure distribution for MOD-C design.

The final maneuver camber at 17 = 0.71 (MOD-C) is shown in Figure 27. The
final twist distribution is shown in Figure 34. Since the leading and trailing edge
deflections produced only a small net twist change, most of the required twist must
be obtained from aeroelastic deflection. The final maneuver sections are shown in
Figure 35.

A swept wing boundary layer calculation was made for the pressure distribution
at 70-percent span. Transition due to cross-flow instability occurred at 1-percent
chord. The calculated displacement thickness and wall shear stress angle, relative to
the local streamline, are shown in Figure 36. The turbulent boundary layer was
calculated with Bradshaws tapered wing method (11). The calculation was made for
full-scale flight conditions at M 0.9, 30,000 feet. Separation occured at
98-percent chord.
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Figure 34. Supersonic bias maneuver wing twist, MOD-C.
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Figure 36. Supersonic bias maneuver boundary layer characteristics.
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SECTION III

TRANSONIC MANEUVER BIAS

BASELINE

The baseline configuration (Figure 37) and mission (Figure 38) selected for the
transonic bias design are similar to these of the advanced HiMAT fighter (13).

SW = 298 ft
2

W TO 17064 l b

T/w = 1.43TO

SEP at .9M/30K/8g -131 fps

AR 3.85 '

35.3 ft

I" 45.7 ft,

8.8 ft

Figure 37. HiMAT fighter baseline

The advanced HiMAT fighter mission does not have a supersonic cruise
requirement and has only minor supersonic flight consisting of an acceleration from
best cruise mach number (BCM) to M = 1.4, 30,000, followed by a deceleration to M
= 1.2, and two 360-degree, Ps = 0 turns at Nz = 8, M = 0.9. The mission radius is
300 nautical miles.

The transonic bias vehicle mission will be similar except that M = 1.6 cruise
capability will be assumed. The configuration will thus require improved supersonic
efficiency.
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Figure 38. HiMAT fighter design mission.

CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT

The configuration modifications which established the maneuver bias baseline
are summarized in the following. Most of the changes were directed toward reducing
the supersonic wave drag.

The winglet was removed to reduce supersonic volume and camber drag and
skin friction drag. The primary function of the winglet was to provide directional
stability at high angles of attack. Analysis of the HiMAT dynamic stability.
characteristics (Figure 39) indicated there was sufficient margin to allow removal of
the winglet without adverse effects relative to spin susceptibility.

The wing sweep was increased from 45 to 53.6 degrees to maintain a subsonic
leading edge at M = 1.6. The reconfigured wing has an aspect ratio of 3.44. The
maneuver drag-due-to-lift efficiency will be reduced as a result of wing planform
modification and removal of the winglet. To maintain the 8 g capability of the
HiMAT configuration, wing loading was reduced by increasing the reference area
from 298 to 356 square feet. The 8 g condition at 30,000 feet corresponds to a lift
coefficient of CL = 0.95.

To decrease the supersonic volume drag, the thickness for the inboard wing was
reduced to 5 percent. The volume was recovered by adding a 20-inch-long fuselage
plug at the center of gravity.
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Figure 39. Configuration effects on stability

The two-dimensional nozzle was replaced by an axisymmetric nozzle in order to
eliminate propulsion effects on the wing design beyond basic sizing considerations.

The baseline maneuver bias configuration evolution is summarized in Figure 40.
The relative canard size was retained when the wing area was increased. The
projected canard span is 50 percent of the wingspan.

Having established tbe transonic bias configuration general arrangement, the
wing design is initiated in accordance with Figure 41.

TRANSONIC MANEUVER DESIGN

The span load is first optimized with linear theory subject to constraints on
the section loading and moment. This establishes the wing and canard section design
conditions and indicates the magnitjde of twist required. Airfoils are designed using
the transonic yawed wing analysis 10J for regions where sweep theory is appropriate;
that is, the canard and outer wing. The sections are then installed on the
configuration, and the camber and twist are adjusted using linear theory to maintain
swept isobars. This initialization is then analyzed with nonlinear three-dimensional
potential theory and modified using a design/analysis cycle.
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Figure 40. Maneuver bias configuration evolution.
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The maneuver point is CL =0.95 at M =0.9, 30,000-foot altitude. The
configuration will be designed at a CL = 0.8. It is postulated that, as for the
HiMAT, use of a slightly off-design condition results in better subsonic efficiency at
low CL and improves the potential for obtaining acceptable supersonic performance.

LINEAR INITIALIZATION

The linear theory inverse and optimization methods are used to determine an
initialization for the transonic analysis/design cycle. In order to minimize c.,ag, (1)
the section lift distribution should be such that a transonic pressure distribution can
be developed which has weak shocks and minor trailing edge separation, and (2) the
span load should be optimized to reduce vortex drag. Linear theory is used to
optimize the drag subject to constraints and determine a preliminary twist and
camber. This process sets the transonic design condition for the development of
airfoils for the three-dimensional design.

The constraints in the design process include specifying a section lift for the
outboard wing and canard. Based on sweep theory and previous transonic airfoil
designs, a section lift constraint of C = 0.8 is imposed. The midchord sweeps are
approximately 45 degrees so that this limit corresponds to a perpendicular lift of C
= 1.6. The linear theory design solutions are used to derive twist and camber for a
given loading. The objective is to design for the minimum section lift but still
require a practical twist distribution. To arrive at a preliminary twist, a chord-load
shape representative of supercritical airfoils for the design condition is selected as a
constraint function. A second chord-load distribution, a sine function, is used to
adjust the moment without changing the section lift.

The design proceeds by specifying a loading and a center-of -pressure variation,
then imposing a total moment constraint and solving for the twist and camber. The
configuration is trimmed at the nominal CG (015c'. The twist and camber are
examined and, if they are not acceptable, the spanwise loading and
center-of -pressure variation are modified. These are selected such that the isobars
will be swept. Thus, for example, if the section lift is constrained to a low value,
the twist required may be excessive. The section lift constraint is modified until
both the wing and canard twist distributions are acceptable.

The constrained span loading is shown in Figure 42 for the final linear theory
design. The wing and canard twist distributions had 9.5 and 8.5 degrees of washout,
respectively.

TWO-DIMENSIONAL TRANSONIC DESIGN

With the design condition established, airfoils are developed for the canard and
outboard wing (n 40%). Since the sweep for both regions was similar, only one
airfoil was derived. The airfoil design was started from an airfoil with a design
condition close to that required. Several design/analysis cycles were made with the
transonic yawed wing program (10) to modify the upper surface curvature for
acceptable flow characteristics.
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Figure 42. Linear maneuver design span loading.

An analysis was conducted for C1 = 0.75, M = 0.9, and A = 45. The airfoil
that was developed is shown in Figure 43. The thickness ratio is 0.048. The plateau
terminates in a weak shock at 50-percent chord. The upper surface displacement
thickness for a chord Reynolds number of 20 million is shown in Figure 44. Some
trailing edge separation is present.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL TRANSONIC DESIGN

The airfoil of Figure 43 was installed on the canard and outboard wing in
preparation for the three-dimensional design cycle. Since sweep theory is
approximate at best for a tapered low-aspect-ratio panel, the airfoil may be
installed by either: (1) determining the streamwise chord load and obtaining an
inverse with linear theory, or (2) correcting for three-dimensional effects with a
twist distribution such that the desired lift distribution is maintained. Both are
essentially equivalent for an untapered high-aspect-ratio wing. For this configuration,
the second approach was used. A linear theory analysis Indicated that the section
lift did not change appreciably, so that the twist derived in the linear theory design
cycle would be adequate.
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Figure 44. Supercritical airfoil characteristics.
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The wing isobars are shown in Figure 45. The analysis indicated unsweeping of
the isobars at the tip. Therefore, an inverse was obtained for a pressure distribution
with swept isobars. The pressures inboard of 80-percent span were not changed. The
resulting camber is shown in Figure 46. This revised tip camber was used for the
transonic initialization.
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Figure 45. Wing upper surface isobars-linear theory.

The inboard wing camber, n < 0.4, from the linear theory design was used
without change along with the thickness derived for the outboard supercritical
airfoil. For this region of the wing, sweep theory is not applicable; therefore, the
linear theory design results provide the only means of initializing the transonic
design.

The conservative full-potential FLO27 code (6) was used to analyze the wing.
The downwash at a = 100 was calculated as described previously. The geometric
wing twist, canard-induced downwash, and effective twist are shown in Figure 47.
Upper surface pressure distributions are shown in Figure 48 for M = 0.9, a = 100 for
a medium grid (80 by 8 by 16). No shocks are apparent at this level of analysis.
The loading for the forward chordwise region has increased relative to the
two-dimensional sweep theory result. This occurs as a result of the wing taper; that
Is, the higher leading edge sweep produces a more subsonic-type leading edge
pressure distribution. This circumstance Is advantageous since the local critical
condition decreases from leading to trailing edge as a result of the change in
isobar sweep. That Is, higher volocites can be maintained without shocks as long as
the flow component normal to the isobar Is only slightly supercritical.
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Figure 46. Camber modification for swept isobars.
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Figure 48. Maneuver wing pressure distribution.

A tapered wing boundary layer analysis (U) was conducted for the pressure
distribution at 70-percent span. The displacement thickness and wall flow angle are
shown in Figure 49. Minor trailing edge separation is present.
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Figure 49. Wing upper surface boundary layer characteristics at 17 = .7.
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The wing was modified to fine tune the pressure distribution at 90-percent span
and to increase the inboard wing loading. The procedure to modify the design
consists of (1) a trial-and-error approach where the curvatures are modified and the
design is reanalyzed, or (2) an application of the CONMIN (7,8) optimization
technique.

The CONMIN optimization technique operates as follows. An objective function
is selected which is to be minimized. This function may be any characteristic
calculated by the analysis program, in this case FL027. Usually, a design pressure
distribution is specified over a portion of the wing. A set of perturbation functions
is selected. The program modifies the specified wing sections to obtain the
derivatives of the objective function with respect to the perturbation function
coefficients. The gradient direction which minimizes the objective is calculated, and
the wing sections are perturbed correspondingly. This procedure requires some
iteration to arrive at a set of functions which produce feasible airfoils. Also, it is
sometimes necessary to derive the desired pressure distribution in a stepwise manner;
that is a separate optimization cycle for various regions of the airfoil. The design
pressure distribution is satisifed in a least-squares sense.

The inboard wing loading was increased to improve the overall efficiency. The
nonlinear analysis indicated that more loading could be carried inboard without
producing strong unswept shocks. A flat-top-type pressure distribution was specified
for the inboard wing (n < 0.4). Redesign was accomplished by application of the
CONMIN/FL027 method, followed by analysis with smoothed wing sections. The
sections were modified to produce smooth camber distributions for variable camber
considerations.

The wingtip region was also redesigned to maintain swept isobars. Outboard
wing loading increased somewhat due to the inboard wing redesign. The tip
(90-percent span) developed a localized high-velocity region. This area was redesigned
to obtain a relatively constant spanwise pressure distribution. The final wing pressure
distribution is shown in Figure 50.
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Figure 50. Modified maneuver wing pressure distribution.
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The canard development paralleled that of the wing. A correction to the
camber was made with linear theory to obtain swept isobars at the tip. The
geometric and effective twist at t = 100 are shown in Figure 51. The wing-induced
upwash is small. A FLO 27 analysis of the canard, extended to the flow centerline,
is presented in Figure 52 for M = 0.9, a = 100. The flow quality is acceptable, in
that no shock is indicated. A boundary layer calculation for the 70-percent
distribution predicted separation at 95-percent chord. This was further forward than
the wing separation point. The pressure distributions are similar, but the average
sweep is higher; i.e., A = 46.5 for the canard versus A= 450 for the wing.

Modifications were made to the inboard canard sections to reduce the
expansion that occurs just before the final recompression. The modification results in
a flatter upper surface distribution, as shown in Figure 53 The intent was to prevent
an overexpansion and shock near the trailing edge at off-design conditions.

Nonlinear results for the wing and canard section lift are compared with linear
theory in Figure 54. The linear theory calculation was made for the wing
body-canard. The nonlinear loading spanwise center of pressure has moved outward
relative to linear theory.

The twist distributions are shown in Figures 47 and 51. The wing and canard
sections are shown in Figures 55 and 56, respectively.

SUPERSONIC PERFORMANCE

Drag-due-to-lift is minimized for supersonic cruise by use of a variable camber
system. A volume wave optimization is restricted to the fuselage in order to
preserve to transonic wing flow quality.

DRAG-DUE-TO-LIFT

The supersonic performance obtained by a variable camber system was
investigated for M = 1.6 cruise conditions. The camber derived from the transonic
design is used as a constraint in the linear theory optimization. Various
combinations of leading and trailing edge segments of the wing and canard are
selected as variables. The linear theory optimization program determined the
deflections and twist distributions for a given lift and moment.

The variable camber system initially includes wing leading edge device, trailing
edge flaps, a variable incidence canard, or a leading edge device and canard flap.
The simulation is shown in Figure 57.

At M = 1.6 and 50,000 feet, the cruise lift is CL = 0.1. The solutions are
obtained for a trimmed condition at this point. An unconstrained supersonic optimum
was determined in order to evaluate the variable camber system penalty. The
drag-due-to-lift (0-percent suction) is shown in Figure 58 along with the flat-plate
variation.
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Figure 52. Maneuver canard pressure distribution.
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Figure 53. Modified maneuver canard pressure distribution.
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Figure 57. Maneuver bias variable camber system.
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Figure 58. Maneuver bias zero suction drag due to lift at M = 1.6.
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The procedure to derive the supersonic camber is straightforward. A set of
flaps is selected, including a combination of leading and trailing edge devices. The
drag is minimized with the linear theory optimization technique. The twist is
constrained, as required, to obtain a smooth bending requirement. Several solutions
are usually required to obtain the sensitivity of drag to: (1) the chordwise extent of
the variable camber devices, and (2) the number of elements in each variable
camber segment; that is, single-segment flap or smooth chordwise bending (multiple
segments).

The wing leading edge device extended initially to 20-percent chord and was
assumed to deflect as one segment. An optimization was obtained with no twist
constraints. The maneuver camber was input as a set of constraints. The wing twist
distribution exhibited spanwise discontinuities because of the variation in trailing
edge flap deflections. The wing twist was smoothed and constrained in subsequent
solutions. The twist differential between maneuver and cruise was approximately 5
degrees at the wingtip.

Further optimizations were performed to investigate variable camber systems
for the canard. First, a variable incidence canard was assumed. The drag polar is
shown in Figure 58. Next, a 20-percent leading edge device and a 30-percent canard
flap were considered. The twist at the canard root was constrained to the maneuver
value. As shown in Figure 58, a substantial improvement in drag-due-to-lift was
obtained.

The hinge line of the wing leading edge device was changed to allow the tip
region to be uncambered. The hinge line extends from 15-percent chord at the root
to 30-percent chord at the tip. The drag polar is shown in Figure 58. A two-segment
wing leading edge device was then assumed, as indicated in Figure 57. The
optimization produced deflections for panels I and 2 of 7 and 3 degrees,
respectively. The reduction in drag-due-to-lift is shown in Figure 58.

The twist increment required by aeroelastic deformation was constrained in the
previous solutions to a net differential of 5 degrees at the wingtip. An optimization
was obtained for a twist differential of approximately 7 degrees, corresponding
increased wing bending. The solution sought to unload the tip region. With less twist,
the solution compensated by increasing the trailing edge flap deflections. The drag
was slightly higher than the previous solution. This result indicated that the bending
requirement could be reduced without any drag penalty. The wing twist was
constrained to the distribution shown in Figure 59 with a 4-degree differential at the
tip. The drag polar is shown in Figure 58. The elevon and aileron deflections were
now of reasonable magnitude, -6.4 and -7.4-degrees, respectively.

A two-segment canard leading edge device was then assumed. Also, the hinge
line was moved aft at the tip to more effectively uncamber this region. The canard
leading edge device hinge line extends now from 20-percent chord at the root to
30-percent chord at the tip. The drag polar is shown in Figure 58 for the final
optimization.

Substantial supersonic cruise drag-due-to-lift penalities (above optimum) remain
for a leading and trailing edge system on both the canard and wing. Elimination of
canard variable camber devices further decreases lifting efficiency. Aeroelastic
bending requirements are moderate as indicated by the twist characteristics shown in
Figure 59.
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Figure 59. Maneuver bias twi8L requirement for supersonic cruise

WAVE DRAG

A wave drag analysis of the maneuver bias configuration (Figure 40) was

conducted with the metbod of Reference 3. Wave drag is compared with that for
tbe HiMAT fighter in Figure 60. This wave drag reduction is due primarily to tbe
increased wing sweep and reduction of the inboard wing thickness.

Several supersonic wave drag optimizations were obtained, and they indicated
that the wave drag below M = 1.6 could be reduced by redistributing the fuselage
volume to the region between the wing and canard. By adding volume during the
optimization process, the engine cross-sectional area constraints could be held and
wave drag reduction could still be obtained.

The baseline fuselage was retained for the maneuver bias configuration. It is
felt that this represents the smallest impact on transonic maneuver performance.
Large changes in volume distribution and possible wing-body blending are, at this
time, considered to be in the domain of compromise designs.
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SECTION IV

CRUISE/MANEUVER COMPROMISE

BASELINE

An existing Rockwell ATS configuration was used as a starting point for
deriving a compromise configuration. Vehicle size, powerplant, airframe propulsion
system integration, etc, were established from this arrangement. Efficient M = 1.6
cruise and a midmission sustained 3.5 g, M = 0.9, maneuver at 30,000-foot altitude
were the principal design criteria. The mission used in sizing the air-to-surface
tactical fighter is indicated in Figure 61.

Maneuver requirement * (1) 360 A/B

n 3.5 Ps 0 turn (M - 1.6)

M 0.9 M - 1.6, BCA Drop stores
"h =30,000 ft\ .

@ S.L.

~m - 1.6, BCA

BCM, BCA
~Target

Fu 6. ori200 n mi
Loiter FEBA
20 min I-

SS.L. ~350 n m i

5% total

fuel1 Base

reserves

Figure 61. Compromise design mission.

CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT

A comparison of the supersonic and maneuver bias design drag-due-to-lift
efficiency of Figure 62 indicates the technique of increasing the camber and twist
of a low-design CL wing (using a deflectable leading/trailing edge system and
aeroelastic tailoring, respectively) is a preferred approach compared to reducing the
camber and twist of a high-design CL wing. On the basis of this finding, the
supersonic bias wing-canard-tail was scaled to provide a midmission maneuver wing
loading of 80 (W/S = 80) and was incorporated into the compromise vehicle
definition. A summary of the compromise arrangement evolution in conjunction with
pertinent geometric characteristics is presented In Figure 63.
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Although the present study is primarily concerned with wing design, low-speed,
high-lift characteristics and static longitudinal stability were established in order to
refine the empennage size and wing location of the compromise baseline. Takeoff
lift and balance is presented in Figure 64. A limit trimmed CL of 1. 48 at
15-degree angle of attack is indicated for 20-percent chord wing trailing edge flap
with deflections of 20-degrees inboard and 10-degrees outboard (10-degrees were
reserved for roll control). Canard overtrim provides a trimmed lift increment of
0.07, assuming a canard sectional C1 MAX = 1.2. The longitudinal stability of the
compromise vehicle is presented in Figure 65. A 15%c statically unstable balance
was used in order to reduce supersonic trim drag penalties.

* Tail1-trim
O Canard/tail trim 20120110

1.6 1.6

13 C
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8.8

.4 6f 0 .4 -
f10 0

Scrape, 
-

0L 0'
4 8 12 16 .2 .1 0 -.1 -.2

a M -
.35C

Figure 64. Low-speed trimmed characteristics, M = 0.2.

Having established the compromise configuration general arrangement, the wing
design is initiated in accordance with Figure 66. The approach is based on
modification of the supersonic bias design cycle to significantly increase the
supersonic design CL in excess of that required for cruise in recognition of the
higher wing box camber required for good transonic maneuver flow quality. An
iteration loop to locally increase the box camber has been incorporated in the
maneuver design to further facilitate a compromise between the supersonic cruise
and transonic maneuver points. The basic camber philosophy is to limit its
magnitude in order to realize modest supersonic cruise drag-due-to-lift penalties, but
at the same time to reduce the variable camber system chord extents, number of
elements, deflections, etc, required to attain a controlled supercritical maneuver
flow.
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Figure 65. Effect of mach number on longitudinal stability.
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Figure 66. Compromise design approach.
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SUPERSONIC DESIGN

Constant-volume supersonic wave drag optimization was performed, and the
results are presented in Figure 67 for design mach numbers of M = 1.2, 1.4, and 1.6.
The compromise baseline and supersonic bias design are shown for comparison
purposes. The solution removed the wing trailing edge blending in the process of
deriving the wing section definition. The M = 1.4 design generally provides the
lowest overall wave drag levels as a result of requiring fewer wing constraint points
to obtain a practical solution and is competitive with the supersonic bias design.
The M = 1.4 optimized fuselage geometry and wing sections are presented in Figures
68 and 69, respectively. Cockpit, nacelle capture area, and 4-percent minimum wing
thickness constraints were observed in addition to constant wing-body volume.
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o 1.2
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Figure 67. Compromise design wave drag optimization.

The trimmed zero-suction drag-due-to-lift was optimized at M = 1.6 and CL
0.206, which is 25-percent higher than required for cruise in recognition of the
higher wing box camber required for transonic maneuver. The results are presented
in Figure 70 and are compared to the flat-plate original ATS configuration. The
goal of modest supersonic drag-due-to-lift penalty relative to the uncompromised
supersonic bias design is realized. The associated supersonic design twist and
camber are presented in Figure 71. The results vary smoothly with peak camber
and twist values of 1.1 percent and -4.6 degrees, respectively, at the wingtip.
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TRANSONIC MANEUVER DESIGN

A variable camber system for use at transonic maneuver conditions was
incorporated into the candidate supersonic design in accordance with Figure 66.

A three-chordwise-element/two-spanwise-segment leading edge device of
20-percent chord extent inboard and 30-percent chord extent at the tip was selected
in conjunction with a single-chordwise-element/three-spanwise-segment 20-percent
chordtrailing edge flap for the study. A sketch of the leading/trailing edge flaps is
presented in Figure 72. A basic goal of the variable camber devices is to achieve a
satisfactory maneuver flow quality with a system that is substantially simpler than
that employed for the supersonic bias design. The canard was constrained to the
supersonic design twist and camber.

20%- 3 elements (5%, 7%, 8%) +F

3 elements (5%-i0%, 12 No. I LE

80%- 7%-)0%, 8%-)0%)

100% 8-I TE20 a (deg) .............
2 %F ....

4 No. 2 LE

No. 3*LE
030 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0

I - element -80% i7- Spanwise

Figure 72. Linear optimum leading and trailing edge deflections,
M = 0.9, CLD = 0.40.
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A linear zero-suction drag-due-to-lift flap optimization was performed at M =

0.9 and CL, = 0.40. The purpose of this step is to develop candidate maneuver

wing section definitions for subsequent use in nonlinear transonic relaxation analysis

refinement. The resulting maneuver deflections and twist/camber are presented in

Figures 72 and 73, respectively. Examination of the results indicate a maximum

leading edge deflection of 12 degrees and a 4- to 6-degree trailing edge deflection.

The results further indicate the potential of using a two-chordwise-element leading

edge device in the outboard 55 percent of the wing span. Maximum camber of 2.5

to 4 percent of local wing chord and a twist angle of -9 degrees at the wingtip are

indicated. The twist difference between supersonic cruise and maneuver is optimally

provided by aeroeleastic tailoring since the desired leading and trailing edge

deflections result in minor net twist. The increment in wing box twist required

from structural deflection is consistent with that attained during the HiMAT RPRV
development.
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Figure 73. Candidate maneuver wing twist and camber,
M = 0.9, CLD = 0.40.
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A linear theory assessment of the candidate transonic design maneuver span
loading is presented in Figure 74. A limit perpendicular sectional lift of 1.8 was
observed based on past transonic design experience.

1.0 . -C/ -1.8

.8 \ 1
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L =0.4i37
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l  C L 0o.05
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0 .i .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1 .0

Figure 74. Linear theory span load at maneuver design point,
M = 0.90, CL = 0.77, C = 10.460

Transonic assessment of the candidate maneuver configuration was based on the
modified small-disturbance analysis of Reference 9 in order to incorporate the
impact of the fuselage. The transonic interference of the canard on the wing is
approximated by twisting the wing for the canard downwash/upwash field. This
interference is evaluated using a mixed linear analysis in which tangential flow
boundary conditions are specified on the canard-body and CPNET = 0 on the wing
plane. The resulting twist correction is presented in Figure 75 and was used to
adjust the candidate transonic wing design twist of Figure 73. The simplified body
input definition was used in conjunction with a fully conservative, modified,
small-disturbance formulation 9, and a 61 by 28 by 20 inner and 30 by 19 by 12
outer mesh. The resulting maneuver quality is presented in Figure 76. Excessive
flow acceleration occurred on the upper wing surface at the trailing edge flap hinge
line. The flap chord extent was increased from 20 to 25 percent, and the outboard
flap segment deflection was decreased from 6.4 to 4 degrees, to reduce this effect.
The resulting airfoil section and maneuver flow quality are presented in Figures 77
and 78.
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Increased leading edge flap deflection was considered in an effort to reduce
the peak suction pressure and shock strength in the wing outboard region (?7 >.85).
The flow quality was not significantly improved. Increased loading of the inboard
portion of the wing (by increasing the leading edge flap deflection and wing
incidence) was attempted in order to reduce the angle of attack. This effort was
not particularly successful in reducing the outboard wing leading edge loading.
Additional wingspan box camber will apparently be required in the outer 15 percent
of the wingspan to improve the maneuver flow quality in this region.

The status transonic maneuver twist-and-flap-deflection schedule are presented
in Figure 79. A two-element, 20-percent chord leading edge and one-element,
25-percent chord trailing edge device achieves the compromise design goal of a
substantially simpler system than developed for the supersonic bias design. It is
emphasized that the deflectable surfaces considered throughout this study employ
localized smoothing at the hinge line to eliminate camber discontinuities and
associated overacceleration of the flow.
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Figure 79. Compromise wing maneuver twist and variable camber
deflections, M = 0.9, a = 10 deg.
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Viscous evaluation of the status maneuver wing flow was based on a
three-dimensional finite-difference boundary layer analysis (91. Infinite-yawed wing
side edge approximations and X:Y:Z mesh of 23:11:20 were used. The wing leading
edge sweep and unit Reynolds number produced an essentially fully turbulent flow as
a result of cross-flow transition. Normal displacement thickness results are
presented in Figure 80 for maneuver flight condition of M = 0.9 and 30,000-foot
altitude. Use of the separation wall stress (normal to the local element line)
criteria resulted in a systematic weakening of the adverse pressure gradient in the
tip region (17 = 0.982), indicated by the dotted line of Figure 80. Efforts to
maintain attached flow closer to the trailing edge resulted in the pressure
distribution labeled redesign goal, which was successful in limiting separation to
approximately the last 5 percent of the root chord. Although further efforts to
weaken the adverse pressure gradient at the inboard trailing edge (by decreasing the
flap deflection to 2 degrees) were successful, improved boundary layer recompression
was not indicated. Owing to the uncertainty of specifying wing side edge boundary
conditions, the analysis was not pursued further.
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Figure 80. Maneuver point boundary layer evaluation,
*M =0.9, H =30K, RCR '43 x 106.
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SECTION V

DESIGN COMPARISONS

The supersonic bias, maneuver bias, and compromise designs of the present
study are compared to each other and the HiMAT RPRV, HiMAT advanced fighter,
and ATS in Figure 81. Planform parameters, transonic maneuver design
characteristics, and vehicle size class are indicated.

W " Design CL

Configuration SwS8 -Ft 2  
P. ALE A Sin Maneuver NZ  Maneuver CL Wing/canard WO LB

HiMAT RPRV 58/ 17.4 3.85 45 .25 53 8 1.18 .75/.25 3370
HiMAT Fighter 29889 3.85 45 .25 47 8 1.05 .8/.2 17000

Supersonic 185/35 3.5 56 .3 69 4 .77 .7.05 15700

Bias

Maiauvu 35/J121 3.44 53.5 .25 39 8 .95 .6/.2 17000
BiasB

ATS 322i0 - 52 3.0 62 .25 85.8 2.9 .70 - 40628

Comprom 414/47.7 3.5 55 .25 80 3.5 .77 .45/05 -

1/2 Fuel without armiment
°*M - 0.9, h - 30,000 ft. q - 357 lb/ft

2

Figure 81. Design comparisons.

The maneuver bias design was derived from the advanced fighter derivative of
the HiMAT RPRV by degrading the maneuver CL through Increasing the wing sweep
10 degrees in order to improve supersonic volumetric efficiency (Figure 60).

The supersonic bias and compromise designs were derived from the supercruise
and ATS configurations, respectively, by reducing the wing sweep and increasing the
aspect ratio in order to Improve transonic maneuver efficiency. A 10-percent higher
maneuver CL was achieved while maintaining supersonic volumetric efficiency
(Figures 10 and 67) and increasing the supersonic cruise lifting efficiency (Figure 70).
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A major result derived from the present study is indicated in Figure 82, which
compares the maneuver and supersonic drag-due-to-lift efficiency of the various
designs. The use of deflectable leading and trailing edge devices to decamber a
high design CL wing resultq in substantial supersonic cruise drag due-to-lift penalties.
Cambering a low-design CL wing for transonic maneuver produced reasonable flow
quality, as judged by boundary layer calculations and the absence of strong shocks.

Comparison of the compromise and supersonic bias designs indicates equivalent levels
of aerodynamic performance can be achieved with a substantially reduced variable
camber system complexity (Figures 27 and 79). An increased maneuver CL = 0.05 is
forecast for the compromise vehicle from horizontal tail trim considerations resulting
from the 4-percent unstable longitudinal stability level at M = 0.90.

Finally, the results of Figure 82 indicate that a family of wing designs exist in
wh*-h increased supersonic camber penalties are accepted by increasing the design
CL in order to build in larger amounts of wing box camber for increased transonic
maneuver capability.

.16
M 0.9

CD .12

C 2.08
CL

04

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2
C ---- Supersonic bias
L - Maneuver bias

--- Compromise
.6 oA Design point

C 4%24______________CDL " 0% suction

CL2 .2

0 .04 .08 .12 .16 .20 .24
CL

Figure 82. Aerodynamic lifting efficiency.
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SECTION VI

CONCLUSIONS

1. Supersonic cruise efficiency emphasizes increased wing sweep with
corresponding higher perpendicular sectional lift for a given maneuver condition.

2. Transonic maneuver efficiency emphasizes decreased wing sweep, increased wing
aspect ratio, and reduced wing loading.

3. At the maneuver condition, the design section lift has been increased relative
to current designs. That is, the perpendicular section lift where a weak shock,
minor trailing edge separation condition can be maintained has been increased
to allow higher transonic efficiency with a higher wing sweep for supersonic
considerations.

4. Cruise/maneuver point camber matching is best satisfied through the use of
both leading and trailing edge devices.

5. Cruise/maneuver point twist matching is best satistied aerodynamically using
aeroelastic tailoring.

6. The approach of decambering a high-design CL wing results in large supersonic
drag-due-to-lift penalties and a relatively complicated variable camber system.

7. Judgment of manedver flow quality is more subjective than desired for
performing variable camber system trade-offs.

8. A number of computational deficiencies were found during the present study.
The more noteworthy were a lack of a transonic multisurface capability,
reliability of transonic drag predictions, and uncertainties concerned with
specifying wing root chord conditions for boundary layer analysis.

9. Experimental validation of the compromise design approach, methodology, and
performance is required.
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